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About This Video

Discover the story of the childhood of the most famous Ogre of the World of Twelve.

Every story has a beginning… For WAKFU, it all started when the World of Twelve got drowned in the tears of a despaired
ogre. Nowadays, Ogrest has a become a terrible legend and the Ultimate quest for the adventurers of WAKFU. But if you knew

how it all started...

On a faraway island, Otomai carries out yet another magical experiment... which fails! Well, it’s not a complete failure, as it
produces Ogrest, a very special baby ! Boasting incredible strength and an equally huge appetite, this little ogre will learn very

quickly that he is different from other children. Wandering alone one day, he meets Dathura, a Sadida doll, and it’s love at first
sight! Unfortunately, his new love falls victim to an evil that plunges her into a deep sleep. Listening only to his heart, Ogrest

sets off on a search for an antidote!

You can discover the game where the story of Ogrest continues by clicking here. Enter: WAKFU, the strategic and tactical
MMORPG!
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Title: Ogrest
Production:
Ankama Animations
Distributor:
Ankama Animations
Release Date: 23 Apr, 2015
Country: Japan
Video Resolution: 720p(1.1GB)
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
Audio: 5.1 Surround
Running Time: 45 minutes

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.

English,French
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Mibibli's queat is an amazing, retro style action platformer that has little bits you'll remember and love, big chunks of brand new
insanity, and a whole lot of Mibibli. If you want a game, this is a game. Play it.. The year is 1942. World War has reared it's ugly
head upon the vastness of the jungle not unlike the graphics presentation in this game. An evil alien cube called the Mindcraft
has taken over half of the known universe thus turning everything into blocks. Only you and your trusty helicopter named Lucy
can save the entire galaxy from the horrors of having a square shaped bowel movement.

  This game is a documentary about a famous war hero. Complete with highly advanced augmentations left over from a mentally
challenged rodent, the A.I in this game is more than ground breaking. At times you will find yourself going only sideways. This
is because the known world has been turned into a psuedo-3D by the smoking ruins of monkey urine.

  War is an expensive business. Your assignment is to rescue the sole survivors of the jungle and free them from the clutches of
an warlord known as "I Have Under 75 Cents Maybe I Should Buy This Game". You might be thinking that's a strange name.
The last person who questioned it is now cleaning the latrine with Q-tips until further notice.

  Upon the journey for survival and rescue, this game also includes magic. This is because your chopper will suddenly make it's
way into the ground, welcoming you to an early death for no reason. Other times, you will find crates of supplies which are
strangely attracted to the roters. Although invisible, this magic is the essence of the once great city known as Steam.

  That once great city of Steam did it's best for it's people, but failed to stop games of this quality from reaching the known
galaxy. It is up to you to decide. Support the war effort by not being involved or miserably fail trying to free the world from the
grip of Mindcraft.

Pros:
At least 2-3 minutes of gaming
Under $1 dollar
No DLC

Cons:
Under $1 dollar
No co-op
The A.I of extinct species are smarter
This game being allowed to exist in the known dimension of space and time
No multi-player
No VR support
Crates are OP
No story. Make your own. This game started well but fell apart at the end. One of the final puzzles is against a time limit using
your mouse to hit numbers. You have about 4 seconds to do about 20 mouse clicks in different places. Proved to be impossible
when your mouse is a small dot and not easy to even know where it is. Very stupid and pointless puzzle. Good luck if your over
12 and have slower reactions.. This is greaterest space game in space to ever take place in space. I loved the part where i had to
do gradeschool math in space. The best element had to be that it was in space.. Good game for 5 min or so to break the tedium
that is life
its never going to win awards for its graphics but its a fun little game of frantic clicking to beat the times to get all the produce
made although its really needed to move on to the next level. I'm amazed this still has a store page!

It should have been Flushed months ago.. It's a no for me. The game is fun, don't get me wrong and the music is fun too.
Problem is, it feels like someone with the humor of a 12 year old made all of the dialogue and achievements. Pick-a.ss-0 as a
pun for picasso? Maybe i would have laughed at that in grade school. In addition, the hitboxes for some bosses like the
monastery level are terrible. You can be a good inch from the lightning strikes and they somehow still strike your hitbox. The
same with fireballs if you get the wide shield and you still have something funky going on with hitboxes from enemy projectiles.
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The battle for F.P. has begun! -A-tro. Definitely a great game to shut off your brain and eat others' brains instead.

I have only one gripe wherein the options menu is rather minimal, offering only graphics adjustments and no keybind or volume
adjustments available.

I have a gameplay video available here if you would like to look into it further. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=NtB5wipgGf0. To start off:
The creator of the game is a amazingly kind guy who's a huge inspiration to anybody interested in the games development
industry. Genuinely, if you have a issue - you can contact him and he'll help you none-stop until the issue is fixed. He'll go out of
his way for you, if that doesn't have you sold, read on!

First off, the game is very unique in the way it works. From how you gather points to update things, to how you kill the enemies.
The thought of a top-down shooter mixed with Tower-Defence and a tiny hint of RTS is a amazing idea and I'm excited to see
more of the developers games.

The developers attempts at a mixture of visual styles; ranging from some cell-shaded, to the clear abstract style definately gives
the game a very unique look; the geometric enemies make it very easy for the player to see where they're heading and is
definately a positive for the game.

Furthermore, the unique sense that the game goes for somehow helps you get immersed in the game. The attempt at a story is
room for huge props considering the game could have easily went without any explaination at all - you're just there to kill stuff
and that's it. No; the developer is clearly dedicated and for the things that he does, deserves far more than just \u00a33.99. At
such a modest price - how could you not buy the game?

TL;DR:
The game is good, buy it.. This game is passable in that it was made by one dude. My biggest complaint about the game was that
every area seemed 50x too large which made your constant back-and-forth really tiresome and confusing. It says I had sub 3
hours on this, but I'd swear I played it much longer. A bit too long to be honest.

At the end of the day, if you're a fan of Lovecraft, there are worse ways you could spend $10.. This game was my childhood :')
I've been waiting so long for it to make a come back!! :D
Humongous Entertainment was the bomb! <3. Game is alright, a little harder to get into than the 4th Patrician, not my cup of tea
yet the game works good from what I can tell.. I just wish this dlc added more deer like whitetailed deer and elk but this dlc is
nice because it adds deer in general which should be in the game by default but this free dlc completely fixes that. This was a
good idea from the development team because it adds deer and because its free its just basically a nice final touch to that default
game.. Was an interesting game.
-But not worth more than 2 Buggs!. Only character in any of the Season Pass worth owning as of right now.

F Noctis, Geese, Lei, Neegan & the trash bowling mode no one ever touches.. Great DLC, the content it adds is a lot of fun, and
the new cards change the game a lot as well.
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